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We study the evolution of helical magnetism in MnGe chiral magnet upon partial substitution of
Mn for non magnetic 3d-Co and 4d-Rh ions. At high doping levels, we observe spin helices with very
long periods -more than ten times larger than in the pure compound- and sizable ordered moments.
This behavior calls for a change in the energy balance of interactions leading to the stabilization
of the observed magnetic structures. Strikingly, neutron scattering unambiguously shows a double
periodicity in the observed spectra at x >∼ 0.45 and
>
∼ 0.25 for Co- and Rh-doping, respectively. In
analogy with observations made in cholesteric liquid crystals, we suggest that it reveals the presence
of magnetic twist-grain-boundary phases, involving a dense short-range correlated network of screw
dislocations. The dislocation cores are described as smooth textures made of non-radial double-core
skyrmions.
In condensed matter, effects of quenched disorder1 on
an ordered phase can be strikingly different, varying be-
tween marginal modifications of phase transitions to the
destruction of homogeneous order and the occurrence of
disordered, amorphous or glassy states2. Particularly in-
teresting are systems where disorder only partly destroys
the ordered state and prompts the appearance of local-
ized defects. Liquid crystals and helium quantum liquids
confined in random environments are well studied exam-
ples of such systems3,4.
Chiral helimagnets are presently at the focus of much
interest. In pure form, they are incommensurate spi-
ral magnets but can also form double-twisted solitonic
states -now known as skyrmions- on length scales much
larger than lattice spacings. These modulated spin tex-
tures are akin to cholesteric liquid crystals. The helimag-
netic state in the long-range limit is also closely related to
one-dimensional smectic liquid crystals5. The free energy
of this state is usually described in a continuum model
by a functional involving an effective exchange constant
A and two anisotropy terms with Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya
(DM) interaction D and exchange anisotropy B, respec-
tively. A hierarchical model6 leads to a helical magnetic
ground state with period λ ≃ A/D. In a random sys-
tem, A, D and B are spatially varying but with fixed dis-
tributions. Thanks to proper metric rescaling of space,
quenched disorder can formally be canceled, as long as it
does not lead to an inversion of the locally favored twist-
ing. Its leading effect comes from random anisotropy,
so that a ground state helical structure should basically
be preserved, while randomness would only modify the
local wavelength, rotation axis and, eventually, propa-
gation direction of spin spirals. However, the equiva-
lence of the long-distance behavior of the helimagnetic
ground state with smectic liquid crystals allows us to
use basic theories about smectics in random anisotropic
media3,7–9, which assert that any anisotropic disorder de-
stroys long range order. It suggests that, as in smectic
crystals, spin helices in chiral systems could be modi-
fied by the penetration of dislocations9, the density of
which increases with the amount of disorder, yielding
twist-grain-boundary (TGB) phases10.
Here, we use alloys of the cubic magnet MnGe to in-
vestigate the influence of quenched disorder on the chiral
helimagnetic ground-state. We have substituted Mn for
3d-Co or 4d-Rh non magnetic ions and focused on com-
positions belonging to the Mn rich side (x ≤ 0.5) of the
Mn1−x(Co,Rh)xGe series. In both cases, we observe that
doping induces helical structures with very long periods
(up to ≃ 500 A˚, as compared to ≃ 30 A˚ for pure MnGe11)
and sizable ordered moments. Moreover, we show that
they differ from harmonic helices by the presence of two
magnetic diffraction peaks, calling for an additional peri-
odicity. We propose that it reveals the presence of mag-
netic TGB phases, as detailed in the last part of this
letter.
For all studied samples, the low field static suscepti-
bility χ follows a Curie-Weiss law at high temperature12.
In both compounds, for x ≤ 0.2, one observes a broad
antiferromagnetic-like (AFM) peak, akin to that occuring
in MnGe around TN = 170 K
13–16, which moves towards
lower temperatures with increasing Co-doping (Fig. 1a)
while its position remains fairly constant in the Rh-doped
system (Fig. 1b). For x ≥ 0.3, χ shows a ferromagnetic-
like (FM) upturn and its magnitude strongly increases
with increasing x. At lower temperatures, irreversibilities
appear between field-cooled (FC) and zero-field-cooled
(ZFC) curves. As will be discussed later, the transition
2from AFM to FM regime, as x increases beyond ≃ 0.3,
is associated with the stabilization of long period (LP)
helimagnetic structures.
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FIG. 1: Temperature dependence of the static magnetic sus-
ceptibility of Mn1−xCoxGe (a) and Mn1−xRhxGe (b) ob-
tained in zero field cooled (ZFC) and field cooled (FC) con-
figurations at an applied field of 100 G. In panel (a), x = 0.5
curve is divided by a factor 5 to ease visual inspection.
In order to follow the evolution of the magnetic struc-
ture in Mn1−x(Co,Rh)xGe, neutron powder diffraction
measurements were performed on the two-axis instru-
ment G4.1 at the Laboratoire Le´on Brillouin (LLB) using
a neutron wavelength λ = 2.428 A˚. Interestingly, Co and
Rh substitution respectively contracts and expands the
cubic MnGe lattice (Fig. 2). The obtained powder pat-
terns show satellites of the nuclear Bragg reflections as
a hallmark of helimagnetic long-range ordering. In pure
MnGe, the intense satellite of the Q = 0 Bragg peak,
clearly visible at low angles, coexists with much weaker
satellites at larger angles11. Its evolution with increas-
ing Co content is shown in Fig. 3a at base temperature.
With increasing x, the helimagnetic satellite broadens,
its intensity strongly decreases and its position moves to-
wards lower Q values. For x = 0.5, the peak has evaded
from the diffraction window. In Mn1−xRhxGe, the inten-
sity of the satellite decreases less rapidly, but is position
shifts very quickly with increasing x and it disappears
from the diffraction window for x > 0.2 (Fig. 3c).
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FIG. 2: Low temperature cubic lattice constant of
Mn1−x(Co,Rh)xGe versus doping x determined by neutron
powder diffraction.
In both cases, measurements covering a lower Q range
are thus needed to follow the evolution of magnetic struc-
ture. In that respect, small-angle neutron scattering
(SANS) is an ideal method since it can access momen-
tum transfers as small as few 10−4 A˚−1. Experiments
were performed on the SANS spectrometers PA20 and
PAXY17,18 of the LLB, using incident wavelengths 4.46
and 6 A˚, and sample-to-detector distances ranging be-
tween 2 and 10 m. Spectra were corrected for detector
efficiency and calibrated cross sections were obtained by
taking sample thickness and transmission, as well as inci-
dent neutron flux, into account12. In Mn1−xCoxGe, the
helimagnetic peak is now clearly evidenced for x = 0.5
(Fig. 3b). Its asymmetric lineshape is best accounted
for by a sum of two peaks (inset of Fig. 3b). In
Mn1−xRhxGe, we observe the helimagnetic peak for x
> 0.2 (Fig. 3d). Moreover, thanks to the symmetric and
narrow line shape of the resolution function, we observe a
resolved two peak structure. The appearance of a second
peak calls for a new periodicity in the system occurring
at high doping, namely at x > 0.2 and x = 0.5 for Rh
and Co substitutions respectively19.
In the data treatment, we assumed helical order with
magnetic moments on the Mn sites only, propagating
along (001) axes, as for pure MnGe. Diffraction pat-
terns were described in the cubic space group P213, with
a helical wavevector QH = (0, 0, QH), using the Full-
prof suite20. Combined nuclear and magnetic refinements
provides the helical wavenumber QH, inverse correlation
length κH and value of the Mn ordered moment mord.
In the SANS case, parameters describing magnetic order
are obtained by assuming a Ornstein-Zernike form for the
scattering functions S(Q) (with peak position QH and
half-width at half-maximum κH), convolved with the cal-
culated resolution function R(Q)12. We have calibrated
mord on an absolute scale by measuring the integrated
intensity of the helical peaks of MnGe (mord = 1.85 µB/
Mn) and MnSi (mord = 0.4 µB/ Mn) powder samples
12.
This analysis strategy is devoid of any a priori hypothe-
sis on the nature of the observed long-range order and is
found to reproduce very well magnetic SANS patterns for
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FIG. 3: Evolution of the helimagnetic peak in Mn1−xCoxGe (a) and Mn1−xRhxGe (c) upon doping at T = 1.5 K, as measured
by neutron powder diffraction. For each concentration a pattern measured at 300K was subtracted to eliminate background.
For display purposes, patterns were calibrated to the intensity of the (110) nuclear reflection. Small-angle neutron scattering
patterns of Mn1−xCoxGe (b) and Mn1−xRhxGe (d) taken at T = 5 K. On can note (i) the large increase of the helical
wavelength as a function of x and (ii) the emergence of a second peak for x ≥ 0.5 (Co) (see also inset of (b)) and x ≥ 0.3
(Rh). In all panels, solid lines are fit curves as described in the text (namely, outcome of a Rietveld refinement of the powder
diffraction patterns in (a) and (c) and fit of a convolution product of a Lorentzian scattering function with the SANS Gaussian
resolution function in (b) and (d)).
all studied compositions. The helix pitch λH = 2pi/QH,
coherence length ξH = 1/κH and Mn moment mord ob-
served at base temperature are reported in Fig. 4.
The first striking feature is the huge increase of the
helix pitch above x ≃ 0.3, which reaches 380 and 550 A˚
at x = 0.5 in Co and Rh systems, respectively. The huge
increase of the helical period calls for of a deep change in
the balance of magnetic interactions. It is indeed likely
that frustrated next nearest neighbour AFM interactions
could play a major role in stabilizing the short helical
pitch in pure MnGe21. As a primary effect, doping with
non magnetic ions suppresses these interactions by break-
ing mostly the numerous next nearest neighbor Mn-Mn
bonds. At high doping, this results in an increase of the
average FM exchange with respect to the DM anisotropy,
so that the hierarchical model6 at play in weak itinerant
ferromagnets such as MnSi or FeGe starts to be valid.
Additionaly, it is instructive to note that, after an ini-
tial decrease, the coherence length shows an upturn at
concentrations where long periods and double peaks ap-
pear, suggesting that the LP structures are ordered over
very large length scales. Finally, the x-dependence of
the ordered moment and of the Ne´el temperatures TN
deserves attention. In Mn1−xCoxGe, both quantities are
found to decrease with increasing x, as expected from the
substitution of Mn by non magnetic ions (Fig. 5). The
situation is notably different in Rh-doped MnGe which,
instead, shows a stable Ne´el temperature and an increas-
ing ordered moment as a function of x. Ab initio calcu-
lations of the local moment in both systems underscore
the abnormality of such a behaviour. Indeed, the exper-
imental points clearly deviate from the expected linear
decay of the moment as a function of x, actually found
by DFT in the case of Co-doping. Chemical pressure
therefore plays an important role here, since lattice ex-
pansion stabilizes higher moments and transition tem-
peratures in Rh than in Co systems for the same amount
of doping. This is in fact in agreement with recent ob-
servations of pressure-induced spin transitions in pure
MnGe22,23 which established the presence of a strong
magneto-elastic coupling in this system.
The magnetic phase diagram of Mn1−x(Co,Rh)xGe
(x ≤ 0.5) is shown in Fig. 5. It demonstrates that
Co-doping is more prone to destabilizing long-range or-
der than its Rh counterpart, as seen by the compared
x-dependence of ordering TN and Curie-Weiss θCW tem-
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FIG. 4: Doping dependence of the helical wavelength (a),
coherence length (b) and ordered magnetic moment (c) in
Mn1−x(Co,Rh)xGe as determined by powder neutron diffrac-
tion and small-angle scattering (see text). In panel (c), results
of ab initio calculation of the local moment performed on a
2x1x1 supercell are shown for comparison.
peratures, respectively inferred form neutron scattering
and the high temperature linear slope of χ−112. In both
cases, however, a transition is observed from a helimag-
netic state towards a new type of magnetic structure, as
evidenced by an additional peak appearing in the SANS
patterns.
We now describe this double periodicity shown by the
LP structures at high doping24. It is observed in all cases,
suggesting an intrinsic character. The second peak is
not a high order satellite of the helical order, excluding
a description by anisotropy induced square modulations
of the local magnetization25, as well as multiple Bragg
scattering. Our refinements of the crystal structure also
exclude a macroscopic phase separation, since all sam-
ples remain in a single cubic phase without noticeable
broadening of the measured nuclear peaks. Noting that
the two peaks of the LP structures vary with T and x
in correlated ways, we propose that quenched disorder
occurs in the shape of spatially correlated regions. This
long-period spin arrangement is now addressed under a
theoretical viewpoint.
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FIG. 5: Magnetic phase diagram of Mn1−x(Co,Rh)xGe in-
ferred from static susceptibility (Curie-Weiss temperature
θCW) and neutron scattering (Ne´el temperature, TN). At low
temperature, below x ≃ 0.45 for Co doping and x ≃ 0.25 for
Rh doping, a simple helimagnetic (HM) state is observed. At
higher values of x, supermodulations of the harmonic helix
are observed (LP).
As observed in smectic liquid crystalline systems,
quasi-crystalline dislocations can occur in directions per-
pendicular to the propagation direction of the primary
1D modulation in chiral systems realizing TGB phases10.
Along the propagation direction of the primary spiral
order the balance between exchange and twisting DM-
term is optimal, but the spiral order is still frustrated
and, upon insertion of dislocations, may twist addition-
ally in the perpendicular direction (see Fig. 6a for a
schematic drawing of this phase). These textures are
caused by the defect generation through ’penetration of
chirality’ described by de Gennes in analogy to type II
superconductors26. A planar arrangement of parallel
screw-dislocations (in xy-plane, Fig. 6) connects slab-
like regions of spiral helices with differing propagation
direction, thus, it acts as a TGB. Periodic arrangements
of these TGBs can form a supermodulation of the pri-
mary 1D spiral texture, which is seen by the occurrence
of additional Bragg peaks in a diffraction experiment.
However, the proposed structure should differ in typ-
ical lateral lengths from the TGB-phases typically ob-
served in chiral smectics, owing to the differing structure
of order parameter and couplings. The lateral twisting
of the DM spiral and the periodic insertion of screw dis-
locations should take place on the length scale of the
twisting period λH itself. Therefore, the dislocation cores
should occupy a large fraction of the volume, as sup-
ported by the relatively large intensity of the secondary
peak observed by SANS. The internal structure should
be smooth and defect-free in terms of the ferromagnetic
order, which means that the high energy cost of forming
singular hedgehog-defects (Bloch points) is clearly to be
avoided. Therefore, in the core of the screw dislocations
an escape of the ferromagnetic vector m in the third di-
mension and a full sweep over the 4pi surface of the sphere
as order-parameter manifold takes place.
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FIG. 6: (a) Schematic view of the proposed twist grain boundary (TGB) structure in a chiral helimagnet. (b) Internal
structure of a screw dislocation made of stacked double core skyrmion. (c) and (d) Cross section of a double core skyrmion:
(c) out of plane magnetization component MZ and (d) projection of the in-plane component, showing a narrowly coupled
vortex-antivortex configuration.
The dislocation core is a smooth texture described by
a non-radial double-core skyrmion (Fig. 6). The projec-
tion of m forms a vortex-antivortex-pair in the plane of
the cross-section perpendicularly to the dislocation line.
At the locations of the vortex-singularities m is exactly
perpendicular to the plane pointing up and down. Along
the dislocation line, the locations of these two extremal
values of m twist in a cork-screw fashion around each
other. Analogous dislocation structures have been ob-
served and studied in cholesteric liquid crystals27–30. Re-
cent simulation studies on slabs of cubic helimagnets and
on smooth-line-like textures of conical helix states report
such 3D-twistings. They correspond to a partial pene-
tration of chirality into the 1D spiral, related either to
the surface cut31, or to non-radial skyrmion excitation
of the homogeneous smectic-like states, which requires a
modulation along the tubular line-like texture32.
In summary, non magnetic ion substitution in B20-
alloys Mn1−x(Co,Rh)xGe induces magnetic structures
with very long periods and magnetic moments strongly
dependent on the unit cell volume. While the first fea-
ture reveals a change in the energy balance of mag-
netic interactions, from AFM frustrated nearest neigh-
bour to the hierarchical Bak-Jensen scheme, the second
one suggests deep modifications of the material band
structure. The anomalous lineshape observed in SANS at
high doping supports the general assumption that strong
quenched disorder is able to partly destroy the spiral
ground-state and stabilize a 3D TGB-like phase with a
very dense and short-range correlated network of screw
dislocations. Each dislocation is a double-core singly
charged skyrmion. The whole structure is thus topolog-
ically non trivial, although the net topological charge is
zero. Transitions from simple spin spirals to TGB struc-
tures occur at x ≃ 0.45 for Mn1−xCoxGe and x ≃ 0.25 for
Mn1−xRhxGe. Whether this process takes place through
a quantum critical point or in a thermally assisted way
remains to be checked experimentally.
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